Knowledge Organiser – Year 2 – Spring – Around the world in 11 weeks
Key definitions
Science:
Classification: To organise and order.
Observation: To closely look at something
Offspring: The young of an animal including humans.
Lifecycle: The changes a living thing goes through to become
an adult.
Reproduce: When living things make a new living thing of
the same kind.
Nutrition: Food needed to live.
Hygiene: the practice of keeping things clean
Geography:
Equator: An imaginary line across the centre of the earth,
halfway between the North and South Pole.
History:
Significant: An important (event/individual)
Compare and Contrast: To find a similarity and a difference.
Chronological: In time order.

Key locations:
Geography: Map

Important people:
Amelia Earhart was an American aviation pioneer. She was the first female aviator to
fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean. She was influential in the formation of the ‘Ninety
Nines’, an organisation for female pilots.
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Vocabulary
Music
pattern
rhythm
jazz
renaissance

Latitude

Design & Technology
balanced diet
food groups
measure
weigh
hygiene
safety
Art
sketch
shadow

Science
Life cycle of a human:

Basic needs of a human:

Science
basic needs
health
exercise
diet
young
adult

Christopher Columbus was an Italian explorer who completed four voyages across the
Atlantic Ocean. His purpose was to find a shorter route to the Far East however he
discovered the Americas, which were unknown to the ‘Old World’.

1451: Christopher
Columbus is born in
Italy.

1897: Amelia
Earhart is born in
America.

Computing
technology
navigation
sextant
astronomy

1465: Columbus sets
sail on his first
voyage aged 14
years old.

1484: Columbus
asks for money to
support his voyage
from Europe to Asia.

1921: Earhart buys
her first plane.

1922: Earhart breaks the
women’s altitude record
by flying up to 14,000
feet.

1491: Spain finally
agrees to pay for the
voyage.

1928: Earhart becomes
the first woman to fly
across the Atlantic.

1492: Columbus sets
sail on the Santa
Maria for Asia but
accidentally finds
America.

1932: Earhart becomes
the first woman to fly
solo across the Atlantic.

1506: Columbus dies.

1937: Earhart goes
missing during a flight,
she is presumed dead.

